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Intr oduction:

Optimal dosedelivery for tumors associatedwith respiration-inducedorganmotion still remainsa challenge in the field of
radiotherapy. With the advent of 4D-CT, one can explicitly incorporate patient specific respiratory motion into treatment
planning to ensuredosecoverageof thetargetthroughoutthebreathingcycle andto calculatethedosedistributionsfor thetarget
and organsat risk whenrespiratory motion is presentduringbeamdelivery[1]. However, since 4D planon multiple CT images,
generatingabout 20 times moreimagedatathana standardplanningscan,requiredosecalculation on multiple CT images,and
require deformable imageregistration and methodsto obtainintegraldose distributions and DVHs [1,2,3], thechallengesin terms
of workloadanddataprocessing equipmentandtechniquesareevident.

In this work, we presenta phantombased techniquefor recreating the 4D dosedistribution from a 3D dose distribution
basedon a singleCT imagefrom onephase of thetumorcycle. We thencomparethedose distribution againstthe dynamicdose
basedon theconsideration of multiple phasesof thetumormotioncycle anddosedistributions from measurement.

M aterials and Methods:
For simplicity, we shall consider a 1-D sinusoidaltumor motion in the inferior-superior direction so that the tumor center

trajectory (x, y, z) is given as(x, , z), wheret is the instantaneoustime, T is theperiod andA is theamplitude.Let
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be the 3D static dosedistribution at a voxel locatedat (x,y,z) based on the rth phase(referencephase)and
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the corresponding 4D dynamic dose distribution. By invoking symmetry arguments on a uniform density

phantomin the tumor motion direction, the 4D dynamic dose distribution canbe recreated from the reference phasestatic dose
distributionas;

N is the numberof bins, chosenso as to optimally spanthe trajectory. Wi is a weighting function that accountsfor the relative
durationof a movingstructure at a given locationalongthe trajectory.Theoperation
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is a linear transformation on the3D

dosematrix.

Planning and Measurements:
We usedADAC pinnacle TPS to plan on a respiratory motion phantom(Modus Medical Devices Inc. Ontario, Canada)

basedon onesetof CT images. The optimizeddosedistribution wasthenused in equation1 to computethe4D dose distribution
for a planar film assumed to movewith thetumorcenter.For comparison,we generated PTV locationscorresponding to 8 phases
along thetumor trajectory and calculatedindependentplanardose distributionsbased on each PTV. A weightedsum of thedose
distribution was then compared with the recreateddynamic dose.4D dose distributions were calculated for various tumor
trajectories. We also investigatedthe effect of weighting as describedaboveversus combining the dosedistribution from the
multiple phasesusing equal weights for three amplitudes 1cm, 1.5cm and 2cm. The radiotherapy plan was delivered on the
LINAC, Varian 23EX (Varian OncologySystems, Palo Alto, CA). Measurements weremadeusingEBT Gafchromic film (ISP,
NJ) to obtaintheplanar dosedistribution which wascomparedto thecalculated4D planar dose.

Results:
Using gammaindexanalysis, thenumberof pixelsexceeding a gammaindexof 1 was7% and 0% for themeasuredversus

single phase,and the single versusmulti-phase reconstructeddynamic dose respectively. This was basedon a dose difference
tolerance of 5%, DTA tolerance of 5mm and a dose gradientthreshold of 30%/cm. With a more stringent tolerance for dose
difference (3%) and DTA (4mm), the percentof pixels exceedinggamma index of 1 was 0.41% for the two reconstruction
methods.The effects of phasedependentweightingversusequalweightingwere in general negligible on the dose distribution for
the trajectoriesstudied.Using dosedifferencetoleranceof 3% and a DTA tolerance of 4mm, the comparison yielded 0.5%,
0.72% and1.72%asthe percentageof pixels exceedingthe gammaindex of 1 for sinusoidal tumor motion amplitudes of 1cm,
1.5cmand 2cmrespectively.

Conclusions:
With knowledgeof thetumor trajectory and by assumingsymmetry in thedirectionof the tumor trajectory, we canrecreate

the 4D dynamic dosedistribution from the 3D static dose basedon a single set of CT images. The resultsagree well with
measurementsand with the doserecreatedby considering multiple phases of the tumor motion. The observedvariation with
measurementscanbegreatly improved with improvedexperimentalmethodsandimageco-registration.
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Figure 1: 4D dynamic dosefrom single, multi phaseplansandmeasurements

Figure 2: Gammaindexanalysisandisodoseanalysis of thevariousmethodsof 4D dosereconstruction

A B B x = (1cm)Sin(θ) x=(1.5cm)Sin(θ) x= (2cm)Sin(θ)
DoseDiff. Tolerance 5% 5% 3% 3% 3% 3%
DTA Tolerance 5mm 5mm 4mm 4mm 4mm 4mm
No. of pixels exceeding
GammaIndexValue of 1 7% 0% 0.41% 0.5% 0.72% 1.2%
Table1: GammaImageanalysisfor imageA andB (Fig.2) (Col 2,3,4) andgammaimageanalysis(gammaimagenot shown) for
uniform weighting vs phasedependentweights of multi-phasedose distribution shown for tumor motion in LR direction
(x=ASin(θ) ) for amplitudes1, 1.5and 2 cm(Cols 5,6,7respectively).
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